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Let Me
Entertain
You
i don’t care
how it
looks, or
if we’re
watched by
how many
billion viewers,
see, i am concerned
with having
the important
spot in
your heart
and a channel
to mine
i want
this beam
to be
long and
strong
and true.
is it?
–Eileen Myles,
Public Television

The first season of America’s Next Top Model was re-broadcast
on VH1 in the programming-lite summer season that followed its
UPN debut (2004), this time packaged together as a marathon.
I watched all nine episodes back-to-back while doing Physics
problem sets. One likes to think these were the halcyon days
of pre-performative reality television, with the only precedent
the totally unreal GenX house(/horse)play on MTV’s nineties
franchise, The Real World. Unintentionally, it seems, ANTM cast
characters so earnest and so diverse as to later be streamlined
out of popular series such as The Bachelorette (2003–), Real
Housewives (2006–), Top Chef (2006–), Flavor of Love (2006–08),
Project Runway (2004–), etc., because of the unpredictability of
the social chemistry. For example the long and narrow contestant
from New Mexico who otherwise would be a medical student;
with a pixie-cut transformed into a pale shadow of Winona
Ryder. The scene I remember best is from ‘The Girl Is Here To
Win’: pages torn outrageously from the New Testament and
thrown scornfully in her direction by a devout, plus-sized
hopeful from Memphis. Biology and the bible don’t mix! It was
a soft-inquisition of the Christian-fundamentalist kind – a scene
mostly absent from the ‘real’ and really divided America that
primetime entertainment more typically glosses over, along with
tender issues of race and class, atheism and religion, education.
Powerful and irresolute, and never again replicated, because TV
dramatics are better confined to the too-personal (‘I’ll Prove You
Got Me Pregnant at 15!’) and thus hardly ever enacted with such
vehement ideological force. Smoke without fire is a now-familiar
fog.
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‘all of a sudden, it was possible to watch any show online’,
simon denny recalls. ‘at the time, i was studying sculpture, but
i found myself thinking about this a lot. my laptop had become
the most important thing to me.’
The original television series starring Tia & Tamera Mowry,
Sister, Sister (1994), was a situation comedy. Twin black teenagers,
separated at birth and adopted by single black parents of
(conveniently) opposite gender, reunited and living together
again, years later. We see how their lives have changed in the
interim, filtered through (nature v. nurture) reactions to all the
trials of average American teenagers: bullies, pimples, boyfriends,
prom. Debuting in 2011, Tia & Tamera is a reality version of
the alterna-twins plot line, which no longer relies on character
actors. Two former child stars trying to create meaningful lives
for themselves after television (yet via television) as adults – so,
separately – while maintaining a twin rivalry. One with a house
in Los Angeles, a black husband who eats buffalo wings out of a
box in the kitchen and doesn’t care to appear much on camera.
The other with auditions downtown but a white husband and
a winery further north in Napa Valley. Both now with babies.
If the variables have changed the implicit question remains
comparative: which version is better?
i guess i have no skills or something. but i refuse to take
out my nose ring to work at starbucks, because it’s new york
city for christ’s sake! you know, that is so fucked. –alex bag,
untitled fall ‘95
At Raven Row, in London, the Austrian artist Mathias Poledna
wryly insists that he is an entertainer. Alex Sainsbury was having
trouble describing the particular appeal of Poledna’s short film,
A Village by the Sea (2011), before a live audience. Perhaps a fine
proposal for the twenty-first century artist, because what do
any of us really want art to do? For administrators and cultural
bureaucrats and institutional curators there are always certain
objectives. L’art pour l’art is (perhaps always was) a joke. The
dandy is found to be too mono-dimensional for our times; he
is recast as a loser in a feature film by Judd Apatow. Meanwhile
Melissa Myers and Sheryl Sandberg tell us how to multi-task the
corporate world into our lives from their biopowerful positions
in the social media industry; self-reproduction, childbirth, yahoo!
I remember the actress in Poledna’s piece (bright eyes, tightly
curled hair) also appeared as Zelda Fitzgerald in Woody Allen’s
Midnight in Paris (2011). Her face seemed to me too baby-soft and
moon-shaped to convey the uncomfortable character of this very
real woman who knew how to live: destructively.

in 2007 coca-cola purchased glaceau, the maker of vitamin
water, for $4.1 billion. as a minority stakeholder, 50 cent will
not have to die tryna get rich. entertainment value, much like
surplus value, can only be realized if one also owns the means
of production, despite the lyrical embellishment: my flow,
my show brought me the dough. a situation far removed from
poor mc hammer and the record label executives who cashed
in on the new jack swing.
The sister of my ex-boyfriend was a producer of The Jersey
Shore (2009–12). Snooki, he said, calls her ‘Mama Sarah’. Because
she is maternal and attentive; helping coordinate the desired
action of the show’s ‘plot’, as sketched out by a team of writers the
‘characters’ themselves know nothing about. A friend, confidant
and coach to telephone at all hours for free advice, feedback or
an ego-boost; whose undisclosed motive is how to best benefit
ratings. A cynical bond, perhaps, yet more attention than I
received from my ex-boyfriend – more than one could expect
from a human relationship.
there are certain authors who insist that fiction comes
from real life: dickens, d.h. lawrence, henry miller, nan
goldin, larry clarke, lena dunham. is yours worth living – ?
Today the formal showmanship of Johnny Carson and the end
credits to Looney Tunes (‘That’s All, Folks!’) are equally obsolete.
We are missing the long-handled cane which unequivocally
sweeps the lousy entertainer off stage; out from under the
spotlight. The news cycle spins 24-hours and there are anchors
who deliver headlines in the nude; ESPN Classic so that we can
relive Phil Jackson’s Chicago Bulls or study the team basketball
strategies of the New York Knicks circa 1970. The individual
viewer has more autonomy than ever and the networks devise
means to succor and pacify him; carefully setting demographic
traps, squaring for bouts of binge-consumption, in the hope of
an advertising goldmine. For example, the Netflix series based on
compiled user algorithms, House of Cards (2013–), which contains
the idealized cocktail of politics, romance and Kevin Spacey. Are
authors now too weak to hazard our disappointment? (Their own
failure?) Steven Soderbergh has given up on Hollywood because,
he says, no studio wants a new formula. We give up on progress
and want a palliative; to suspend the plot from its inevitable
conclusion and the culminating difficulties of a denouement –
Elizabeth Wurtzel forever staving off a final act, old age.

Both the Greek Chorus (see Mighty Aphrodite, 1995) and Brecht
take care to announce: ‘You are in an entertainment.’ So too the
simulated roller-coaster ride along a film reel before the movie
begins at the cinema; because it looks so fake in HD, the lump in
your stomach never comes. We experience neither absorption nor
shock; flow effortlessly into the folds of the familiar genre as into
the cushioned seats and air-conditioned theater, and afterwards,
unchanged, back onto the city sidewalks: it’s evening again. ‘I
should start an exercise regimen,’ he says, holding your hand, ‘my
heart-rate only goes up when we have sex’.
in haiti it is forbidden for united nations employees
to attend carnival festivities, or defile, held annually in
provincial towns (jacmel, aux cayes, cap-haïtien), because
entertainments and large gatherings of people have great
potential to become dangerous. dance, always, is a radically
unpredictable activity: lage ko’w, mete men nan lè, souke, vole
On my most recent cross-country flight, American Airlines
provided appropriate on-board entertainment: a documentary on
the wholsesale food supply chain, Costco. It is a homegrown story
of a responsible founder/CEO from the f lyover country of the
Midwest, whose bottom-up hard work eventually led to success
in peddling oversized bottles of Excedrin and other non-essential
consumer items to suburban families from coast-to-coast; even
now in markets as foreign as the United Kingdom and Japan. The
tone is patriotically optimistic but I wonder, who needs so many
soft pretzels, plush toys, patio chairs…

Kari Rittenbach

i’d rather be alone. – phoenix

we recommend changing the batteries regularly to ensure
uninterrupted use of your remote control. – cablevision
Anaïs Nin describes the sad voyeurism of the analyst,
whose task is to dissect, in most intimate detail, the lives of his
patients. Dr. Allendy cautioned her away from a Bohemian
lifestyle in pre-Fascist Europe, back into the stable (boring)
company of aristocratic society; the preferred mode of paying for
entertainments rather than smashing glasses in a Russian club in
Paris with one’s own foot. Dr. Otto Rank, too, never lived (so Nin
writes). The passive observer never will.
if the exotic dancer (colette, josephine baker, dita von
teese) is the female entertainer par excellence, what can be
said about the artistic career of andrea fraser? her body
of work builds up, paradoxically, like an endless striptease;
there is always another self, another truth to lay bare.
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